Sicily

HEY THERE.
WE’RE
CHARLIE
& KRISTINA

We’re the force behind the fast-growing travel site
MapTrotting and it’s our mission to help others "Travel beyond
the obvious".
To keep our travel blog fresh, we like finding things that are a
little bit of the radar. It could be quirky cafes, local street
food, unusual buildings or hidden beaches.
Using our background as professional copywriters and SEO
geeks, we have built MapTrotting as the go-to resource for
curious travellers.

Istanbul

WE HAVE
WRITTEN SEO
FOCUSED TRAVEL
ARTICLES FOR

ThePlanetD.com, GoatsOnTheRoad.com,
TheBrokeBackpacker.com, Expats Malta,
NOMADasarus.com, Travioor, Travli.me,
TravelPulse.com, and Southeast Asia
Backpacker Magazine among others.

Cambodia

TESTIMONIALS
"Charlie and Kristina continuously impressed us with their creative abilities, writing skills and overall
professionalism. Even when they had to leave us for other opportunities, they gave us ample notice
and helped to train the new staff. We would definitely recommend Charlie and Kristina for writing and
social media based projects".
Nick & Dariece, Goats on the Road

Malta

Barbarossa Cruises Malta - Sponsored article.
Pro Packing Cubes - Product review.
Cocohub Digital Nomads Hub - Living in Malta
e-Book created.
Wohngemeinschaft Hostel Cologne - Sponsored
review.
GPS MyCity - Sponsored giveaway and tours
content.

WE’VE
COLLABORATED
WITH THESE
BRANDS

Cuba

HOW CAN
WE WORK
TOGETHER?

The majority of our 12,000+ views per month come via
organic search from people who are looking for travel
content and inspiration.
People are making or changing their travel plans based
on our travel advice and tips. Partnering with us gives
you the opportunity to connect directly with our highly
engaged readers.

Hawaii
Press Trips
Promote your destination via our engaged social
media audience, professional photography and
SEO focused digital content.

Product/Experience Reviews
Boost your brand exposure with unbiased and
engaging reviews of travel related products,
accommodation or experiences.

Public Speaking
Charlie is a professional public speaker, having
honed his skills over many years as a London tour
guide. Available to speak on topics related to travel
blogging, writing and social media engagement.

Content Marketing
Sales focused copy for your travel business,
written from our personal experience as
professional travel writers.

Thailand

OUR
SITE
STATS

Social media:

Blog stats:

12K Twitter
1.1K Facebook
7.3K Instagram
1.8K Pinterest

12,000 + monthly
views

Top visiting
countries:
USA - 24% UK - 12%
AUS - 2% CAN - 4%
SEA - 19% ROW - 39%

Email hello@maptrotting.com to discuss promotional opportunities with MapTrotting today.

